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ABSTRACT
In the era of big data it is increasingly difficult for an analyst
to extract meaningful knowledge from a sea of information.
We present TweetXplorer, a system for analysts with little
information about an event to gain knowledge through the
use of effective visualization techniques. Using tweets col-
lected during Hurricane Sandy as an example, we will lead
the reader through a workflow that exhibits the functionality
of the system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Data Mining
; H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information
Filtering

Keywords
Twitter Visualization, Retweet Network, Geospatial Analy-
sis, Big Data

1. INTRODUCTION
The term“big data”describes data of a magnitude so large

that it requires a change in methodology in order to process.
Big data is often described by three “V”s: increased rate
of data flow (velocity), heterogeneous types of media and
perspective (variety), and enormous capacity (volume) [2].
These characteristics may lead one to believe that more data
is always better. However, big data presents new challenges
to existing data investigation systems and techniques. As
data accumulates, it becomes harder to separate the wheat
from the chaff. Our system addresses this “data paradox”.

Social media data is undoubtedly big data. In June of
2012, Twitter alone reported 340 million tweets per day from
170 million active users1. In this sea of data we can find
tweets containing eyewitness discussion of events that gar-
nered worldwide attention in past couple of years. Social

1http://blog.twitter.com/2012/03/
twitter-turns-six.html
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media data provides rich and expansive information about
the pulse of populations worldwide. However, in order to
obtain relevant information, one must know exactly what to
search for. More often than not, we do not know exactly
what we are searching for, but we know relevant search re-
sults when we see them. Using Twitter as an example2, we
present an effective approach to understanding big data and
illustrate how one can start with a vague idea and iteratively
dive into large volumes of social media data to find stories
of interest. Our system connects human intelligence with
rich data so that human clues can inform search and guide
a user’s query to form better conclusions about his data.

2. EXPLORING TWITTER DATA
To tackle the challenges of big data, organizations have

evolved disciplined processes that guide the process of plan-
ning, collecting, analyzing, and curating their data. One
model is the “Data Lifecycle” [9, p. 78], which includes the
following phases: (1) “Plan & Prepare”, (2) “Collect & Pro-
cess”, (3) “Analyze & Summarize”, (4) “Represent & Com-
municate”, and (5) “Implement & Manage”. We follow these
steps in the treatment of our social media data, outlining the
decision making process at each step of the lifecycle. Sup-
port for the first two phases is provided by a companion sys-
tem, TweetTracker [6]. TweetTracker collects and processes
tweets matching the following parameters: hashtags, key-
words, geographic boundary boxes, and Twitter usernames,
chosen to track events on Twitter. Collected tweets are used
by TweetXplorer. To help researchers deal with large vol-
umes of social media data, we introduce TweetXplorer, as
shown in Figure 1, a system that takes the user through the
last three phases of the data lifecycle.

2.1 TweetXplorer
An analyst studying social media data will ask several

questions to better understand their data. To begin, the
analyst tries to find the most interesting days in the dataset
(when). Once the analyst discovers the days of interest,
they will want to enhance their understanding of the events
that occurred on these days. To do this they will want to
find important users and their tweets (who, and what), and
important locations in the dataset (where). In the follow-
ing sections we show how each of these can be extracted
using TweetXplorer. For more information on our system,
including videos of TweetXplorer in action, please visit the
supplemental page3.

2We choose Twitter for its openness in sharing data.
3http://tweettracker.fulton.asu.edu/TweetXplorer
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Figure 1: TweetXplorer - A system for visualizing big social media data.

Figure 2: Selective network filtering of a user

Creating Meaningful Queries: Traditional keyword
search is iterative and it typically allows users to obtain a
deep understanding of only one aspect of the data at a time.
In social media analysis there are often multiple avenues an
end user could investigate. We cater to this by allowing
users to select multiple groups of keywords for analysis. By
creating different groups, the user can instantly compare dif-
ferent pathways to see which path would best lead them to
relevant information. It also helps in simultaneous investi-
gation of the data along different dimensions. An example
of groups of keywords a user could create is shown in the
bottom right of Figure 1.

Discovering Interesting Time Periods: TweetXplorer
offers a view into the data that shows the number of tweets
matching a user’s query occurring on each day in the dataset.
This can be used by an analyst to identify interesting time
intervals, where the importance of an interval is determined
by the number of tweets posted on that day and “zoom in”
to the specific intervals to investigate the data further.

Representing Important Users and Tweets: We use
Twitter’s “retweet” functionality to help identify prominent
users and tweets. By viewing the retweet network, the user
can see which tweets were retweeted the most. The network
visualization in TweetXplorer is implemented using the D3

visualization toolkit4. Each node in the network represents
a user and the edges between nodes represents a retweet re-
lationship. The network visualization uses the force directed
layout [5] to place nodes and edges on the graph. The lay-
out is designed to highlight nodes with high connectivity.
The computation is prohibiting, O(n3), where n is the num-
ber of nodes in the network, which is relaxed in D3 with
the Barnes-Hut approximation. Even with this approxima-
tion the algorithm can still involve significant computation,
so we trim the network to 3 hops away from the original
tweet. Through this visualization we are still able to find
users at an individual level while making the dataset more
manageable by showing only users and tweets which receive
approval from the community. In Figure 3, we present an
example retweet network.

Node information is encoded using two colors. The outer
color of the node represents the keyword group it is associ-
ated with, which is determined by taking a simple majority
of the group of his individual tweets. The darkness of the
inner-color reflects the number of times a user was retweeted,
with darker colors corresponding to higher retweet counts.

Additional node information can be summoned by click-
ing the node, which brings up an info pane, an example can
be seen in the right part of Figure 3. The top of the panel
contains the name of the user represented by the node, fol-
lowed by the individual tweets authored by the user. The
background color of each tweet corresponds to a slice in the
pie chart, which summarizes the number of times each tweet
was retweeted. The global retweet network can also be fil-
tered to show a tweet-specific network, shown in the second
row of Figure 2. This can be obtained by clicking a tweet in
the first row of the figure. The network also automatically
filters when a region is selected on the map.

Communicating Salient Locations: When a tweet is

4http://d3js.org/

http://d3js.org/


(a) Retweet network of @humanesoci-
ety discussing pet-friendly evacuation
shelters.

(b) Heat map of tweets 1 hour before
landfall.

(c) Tag cloud of most commonly-used
words in NYC 1 hour before landfall.

Figure 4: Multi-faceted view of TweetXplorer displaying Pre-Landfall information for Hurricane Sandy.

Figure 3: A retweet network showing users from
different keyword groups. The right shows an infor-
mation panel.

created, the author has the option to “geotag” their tweet.
In Figure 4(b) we see a view of the map showing a heatmap
of the tweets matching the query “evacuation”. The values
in the heatmap are generated using a 2D kernel density es-
timate. This visualization enables the user to immediately
see regions of interest on the map. Here, we see that the
darkest region in view lies on the Eastern Seaboard of the
U.S. We zoom in to this region, causing the heat map to
disappear and show each individual tweet on the map. To
investigate tweets from a specific region, we brush the re-
gion. Brushing the region around New York City brings up
a popup showing the tweets published from this region and a
tag cloud of the most prominent words in the dataset, shown
in Figure 4(c). This advanced view can help the user to un-
derstand the topics of discussion in specific areas during a
crisis and also assist them to improve their queries.

The map component connects network information by dis-
playing geotagged retweets on the map. This helps to find
where individual tweets are receiving attention. The map
overlays the network information to help direct the user to
locations that retweet the initial message. This can help the
user to identify other regions of interest, but which may not
necessarily be high-traffic areas. For more information, see
the video referenced at the beginning of this paper, or the
supplemental images on our web page.

Discovering User Patterns: In addition to more macro-
level views of the data, TweetXplorer also offers a glimpse
into the patterns of individual tweeters. TweetXplorer al-
lows the user to zoom into the tweeting behavior of users to
find characteristics of the users discussing the event. To get a
better understanding of the user’s behavior, we break their
behavior into the following categories: when, what, where,
and how, shown collectively in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows
the time of the day and days of the week when the user
prefers to tweet. We can also see the topics that interest

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Reports from @cnnbrk on flooding and
power outage on east coast. (b) A twitterer debunk-
ing the rumor about NYSE.

the user by viewing a tag cloud of his most common hash-
tags, shown in Figure 5(b). This helps us understand what
topics motivate him to tweet. To understand where the user
tweets from, we provide a map displaying the user’s geo-
tagged tweets, shown in Figure 5(c). To show how the user
tweets, we provide a pie chart depicting his client distribu-
tion, shown in Figure 5(d). This can help to understand the
user’s tweeting conditions.

3. CASE STUDY
The final step of the data lifecycle is to put the interpreta-

tions of the data to use. Here we will present an example of
TweetXplorer to interpret Twitter data using a dataset con-
taining tweets from Hurricane Sandy, a massive storm that
devastated the East Coast of the United States in late Octo-
ber, 2012. We collected some of the discussion of this event
on TweetTracker for further investigation in TweetXplorer.

3.1 Hurricane Sandy Data
The parameters used to collect the data are shown on

our supplemental web page. We collected 5,639,643 tweets
during the period: October 25th, 2012 to November 3rd,
2012. For the purpose of case study, we partition the dataset
into three distinct epochs: pre-landfall (2012-10-29 00:00 -
2012-10-29 17:59), landfall (2012-10-29 18:00 - 2012-10-30
23:59), and recovery (2012-10-31 00:00 - 2012-11-01 12:00).
We select keywords to help understand the important topics
in each time period, as shown in the bottom right of Figure 1.
We will enumerate each epoch and discuss some findings.

3.2 Pre-Landfall
In the hours leading up to Hurricane Sandy’s landfall, we

see discussion along different paths. In Figure 4(a), we see



(a) Times the user tweets by
hour of day and day of week.

(b) Tag cloud showing users
preferred hashtags.

(c) User’s geolocated tweets. (d) Distribution of how the
user publishes tweets.

Figure 5: Views of the user component in TweetXplorer.

that one of the most highly-retweeted tweets is a tweet men-
tioning the availability of pet shelters in evacuation areas.
Looking at the geotagged tweets produced during this epoch
we observe that tweets contain general hashtags and topics
of conversation. As the storm nears we see people move
towards terms describing specific issues, such as “rumors”,
“damage”, and “subway”, shown in Figure 4(c).

3.3 Landfall
Hurricane Sandy made landfall on Oct 29, 2012 at 20:00

EST 5. First reports of flooding start to arrive around this
time, accompanying links to images of flooding. As the
storm progresses, we observe several reports of power out-
age from NYC and nearby areas. Due to the power outage,
we discover reports of hospitals which were forced to evac-
uate their patients. In Figure 3, we can see two clusters
of users connected by common retweeters discussing this.
In Figure 6(a), one can observe that @CNN’s tweets claim
that more than 5.5 million people were without power in
the region. More interestingly, most of @CNN’s retweets
came from their tweet reporting the flooded NYC subway
tunnels, which was retweeted 678 times. Reports from the
NYC area paint a similar picture, with top hashtags dis-
cussing power outages and flooded subway tunnels. At the
same time, false rumors were also spreading on Twitter. As
seen in Figure 6(b), there were several reports of flooding
of the NYSE building. Agencies such as @weatherchannel
tweeted this information and later retracted it, as it was
discovered to be false.

3.4 Recovery
While analyzing the Twitter activity after the storm we

notice that the most prominent tweet during this time dis-
cusses repair resources. Also, the discussion in NYC focuses
on the words “damage”, “power”, and “flood”, indicating an
attention shift towards post-storm topics. Supporting im-
ages are available on our supplemental web page.

4. RELATED WORK
Visualization of events has helped bring increased situa-

tional awareness to first responders in crisis scenarios. [8]
uses keyword-based search to bring situational awareness to
rescue crews in flood and fire scenarios. [4] assists high-
ranking commanders in battlefield scenarios through the use
of map layers and textures.

Geographical visualization is central to our system. In [3]
the authors’ mapping system utilizes a map’s legend to show
statistical properties of the data. In [7] the authors present
a tool designed to gather situational awareness from tweets.

5http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/archive/2012/al18/
al182012

Network visualizations can play an important role in the
analysis of large datasets. Many systems have been proposed
to visualize large networks, such as Gephi [1].

5. FUTURE WORK
In this work we have demonstrated TweetXplorer, a vi-

sual analytics system that can help a user gradually obtain
deeper insight into Twitter data. Going forward we will cre-
ate new modules for TweetXplorer, which focus on other
forms of information including sentiment analysis and de-
tecting dynamic communities. We will extend the keyword
grouping interface to help the user discover keywords and
hashtags central to an event, and the network component to
show different types of networks in Twitter, such as hashtag
co-occurrence, and Twitter friendship network.
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